ADDRESS
of the Presidents of the Republic of Moldova and Pridnestrovie
to the President of Ukraine with the Proposal to Take Part
in the Peacekeeping Process

To: Leonid Danilovitch Kuchma
    President of Ukraine

Mr. President,

The peacekeeping process on the settlement of conflict in Pridnestrovie yields favourable results. Active and permanent role in the negotiations between the Republic of Moldova and Pridnestrovie continues to be performed by the OSCE Mission to the Republic of Moldova headed by Mr. M.Wygant, and Russia in the name of the Authorized Representative of the President of the Russian Federation, Mr. V.Vasev.

Considering the importance and necessity for the negotiation process between the Republic of Moldova and Pridnestrovie, and close proximity of the borders of Ukraine and Pridnestrovie, we would consider it possible and expedient to suggest that You participate in this peacekeeping process in acceptable for You form.

All Your proposals on this issue will be accepted with high consideration and gratitude.

M. Snegur (signed)                     I. Smirnov (signed)

In the presence of:

Head of the OSCE Mission             Authorized Representative of
(signed)                             the President of the Russian Federation
M. Wygant                           (signed)
                                      V.Vasev